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The steady-state recombination rate for recombination via donor-acceptor pairs is worked out using a
phenomenological model similar to that employed by Shockley and Read for single, isolated defects. Simpli6ed

expressions are given for the extrinsic case, for very small injection levels, and for very large injection levels.

The effect of pair recombination on diode current and injection electroluminescence is also considered. The
results are compared with the Shockley-Read mechanism wherever meaningful comparisons can be made.

I. INTRODUCTION

'F by some means a nonequilibrium carrier density is
- - produced in a semiconductor, the system will tend
to revert to equilibrium by recombination or its inverse,
regeneration. Recombination can occur either by direct
electron-hole annihilation or by indirect processes in-

volving interactions between electrons and holes with

crystalline imperfections such as impurities, disloca-
tions, or vacancies. ' The direct process is usually
very inefficient in comparison with recombination at
imperfections. '

The most widely and successfully applied model for
recombination in semiconductors is the phenomenologi-
cal model of Shockley, Read, and Hall. ' In this model,
the recombination process is imagined to consist of
alternate capture of electrons and holes by the recom-
bination center, and generation is imagined to consist
of alternate emission of electrons and holes. The steady-
state lifetime is calculated in terms of the capture and
emission probabilities. The latter are activation proc-
esses, i.e., they are governed by the activation energy E&
of the defect under consideration [~ exp( —E~/kT)].
This model has been extended to include the transient
lifetime4 for the case of singly ionizable defects and the
steady-state lifetime of defects capable of more than
two charge states. '

The importance of close donor-acceptor pairs as e6ec-
tive recombination centers has been demonstrated by
Prenner and %illiams' with ZnS phosphors and by
Thomas and Hop6eldv and others with GaP. This re-
combination mechanism appears also to be present in
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germanium and silicon and may also be responsible foi
the broad j..28-eV emission from GaAs diodes. '

The transient properties of recombination via donor-
acceptor pairs has been worked out by Thomas, Hop-
field, and Calbow. "Their results provide a valuable
technique for studying recombination of this type when
the donor-acceptor transition is radiative. It would also
be helpful to know the steady-state properties of pair
recombination in order to assess the effect of pair re-
combination on various steady-state phenomena (e.g.,
diode properties, "photoluminescence, and electrolumi-
nescence"). In this paper the steady-state recombina-
tion rate (or lifetime) is calculated for close-pair
recombination along the lines suggested by Shockley
et al. ,

"and several limiting cases for which the expres-
sions are greatly simpli6ed are then considered. The
effect of pair recombination on diode current-voltage
characteristics is also considered.

II. CALCULATION OF RECOMBINATION RATE

The model employed is very simple. It is assumed
that the donor can capture an electron and the acceptor
a hole (in either order) and that there is a nonvanishing
probability that the electron can make the transition
from the donor to the nearby acceptor. Ke are interested
in the net recombination rate resulting from this mecha-
nism. If we consider the donor-acceptor pair as a single
defect, it is seen to be quite similar to a Raw of the Sah-
Shockley type, ' having three possible charge states
(+1, 0, —1) and two energy levels, except that the pair
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Fxo. 1. Energy-level diagram depicting the various transitions
giving rise to recombination or general, on via a donor-accptor
pair The. unperturbed donor and acceptor levels are E&~&' and
Emg&' and the perturbed levels are Ev& and Esl&, res ectively.
The s value denotes the occupancy of the complex, s =1 meaning
the donor is occupied and the acceptor is not.

defect has an additional energy level. Since the middle

charge state has associated with it two possible con-
figuration (neglecting spin degeneracy), we can speak
of the configuration when the donor is occupied and the
acceptor unoccupied as the excited state.

The model is illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. 1,
where s designates the charge state, or occupancy, of the
pair and is arbitrarily taken as zero for strongly p-type
material. It is necessary to consider two possible paths
in Fig. 1. In the left-hand path, only the two lower

charge states are considered, i.e., the possible s values
are 0, 1, and 1', where 1' refers to the excited state of the
neutral condition. This path is most important for

p-type material when both levels tend to be unoccupied.
In this case, an excess electron starting from the con-
duction band and cascading to the valence band causes
the center to go through the following transitions:
(s=0) ~ (s=1') ~ (s=1)~ (s=0). In the right-hand

path, s is limited to 1, 1', and 2, and an excess hole
cascading from the valence band to the conduction band
causes the center to go through the following transitions:
(s=2) —+ (s=1') —+ (s=1)—+ (s=2). Both paths have
one section in common, viz. , (s=1')~ (s=1), but in

steady state the net rate of centers entering the common
section from the left is equal to the rate of those leaving
on the left (although they may not be the same centers);
the same is true for the right. In Fig. 1, when a transition
is represented as a hole rather than an electron transi-
tion, dashed lines are used.

The energy levels, labeled E3~~ and E3,~~' in Fig. 1,
are higher, respectively, than Et~s' and Et~s (the nota-
tion is similar to that of Sah and Shockley'). This shift
is due to the Coulombic interaction and amounts to
about q'jar, where q is the electronic charge, K the
dielectric constant, and r the distance between the
donor and acceptor. The unperturbed donor activation

energy E& is approximately equal to E„ the bottom of
the conduction band, less Ey~2', since E.—E~~2' is the

energy required to remove an electron from a donor
when the nearby acceptor is unoccupied, hence,
neutral. Similarly, the acceptor activation energy is
E~=E3~2'—E~, where Ey is the top of the valence band.
The energy corresponding to the 1' —+ 1 transition is,
of course,

as already pointed out by Thomas and Hopfield and
others. ' In Eq. (1), F., is the energy gap. The quantities
to the left or right of the arrows in Fig. 1 are expressions
for the corresponding transition rates. Ke have adopted
the nomenclature of Sah and Shockley' in a slightly
modi6ed form to accommodate the excited state. The
quantities ¹,S&', E» and E& are the concentrations
of the pairs in the states s= 0, 1', 1, and 2, respectively.
The notations for capture probability and emission

probability are C for capture and e for emission, with
the first subscript designating electron (n) or hole (p)
and the second subscript designating the value of s
before the event; e.g., C 0 is the capture probability for
electrons by a pair in the state s=0 and e»' is the
probability that a pair in the state s= 1' will emit a hole.
Since the energies E~~~', etc., correspond to transitions
between two adjacent s values, the subscript used is
the average, i.e., ss for (s= 1) -+ (s= 2), etc. Here, again,
the prime indicates that one end of the transition is the
s= 1' state.

A. Assumptions

The following conditions are assumed: (a) All excited
states, other than state 1' described earlier, have very
fast relaxation times. ' (b) No transitions occur directly
between the donor and valence band or the acceptor
and conduction band. (c) All pairs considered have the
same separation unless otherwise stated. (d) Each pair
is isolated from all other pairs.

Assumption (b) is most likely to be valid fpr shallow
donors and acceptors and for large energy gaps. Assump-
tion (c) is made for mathematical convenience. The
eEect of a statistically varying separation is to broaden
the energy levels E&~& and E3~2 and to necessitate con-
sidering a distribution of capture constants for C„~ and
C» and of emission probabilities e„o and e„m, rather than
discrete values of these parameters. This also, of neces-
sity, broadens the 1'~ 1 transition. (The parameters
E&~&', E3~&', C 0, C», and, consequently, e»' and e»'
are unaffected by the separation to first order. ) Assump-
tion (d) can be considered a fairly good approximation
even for a random distribution (no ipn pairing) since
each donor is most likely to interact with its nearest
acceptor. If the donor and acceptor concentrations are
too large, this assumption may break down, and the
levels E~~g' and E3~2' will no longer represent the un-
perturbed donor and acceptor levels. If the donor and
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TAaI.E I. Analogous terms.

n~p
CsO ~ CP2
Cr33] ~ CP1
es2 ~ e„o

/ I
es1 ~e»

n1/2 ~ p3/2
n3/2 ~ pl/2

t+-+ tE~S

acceptor concentrations are not equal, the concentration
of the minority impurity becomes the eRective pair
concentration N.

B. Calculation

The principle of detailed balance'" requires that in
equilibrium each transition and its inverse (Fig. 1)
occur at equal rates, i.e.,

3 1'&3'= ScnolV0,

e„2%2=nC„1%1,
N1t =N1't',

&y0A~O Pcpl+1
eyl El ——Pcp2X2,

(2)

where t and t' are, respectively, the probability of the
transition 1' —+ 1 and its inverse. From these relation-
ships we 6nd the following two useful equations con-
connecting the capture constants and the emission
probabilities:

n, C„pC„1t'=e„pe„1't,

n C.1C„2t'=e»'e. 2t,

(3)

(4)

where n, is the intrinsic carrier density. The net steady-
state recombination rate U is

pendent equations. One possible set is

1N1 e 2N2 U3/2

nC„pXp —e„1'N1'——U1/2,
t'/t'/1' tE1—= U3/2+ Ul/2,

SC„1%3+e„l'Xl' —(pC„2+e„2)X2= 0,
(«.0+e.0)&0—pcylX1 e 1%1 —0,

Np+rV 1+N1'+ N2 ——1V .
These equations can be solved for U3/2, U»2, and, con-
sequently U as functions of the capture constants
emission probabilities, and carrier densities. The result-
ing expressions are complicated but can be simplihed
considerably by the application of Eqs. (3) and (4).

It is sometimes convenient to express the emission
probabilities in terms of a temperature-dependent
parameter with dimensions of "carrier density, "multi-
plied by an appropriate capture constant. This enables
one to calculate the emission probabilities if the capture
constants are known. We therefore de6ne e1/2' as the
carrier density when the Fermi level F is at E1/2', and
p3/2 as the carrier density when F=E3/2 Then, since
for nondegenerate statistics

n=n, exp

where E; is the intrinsic Fermi level, we have

Jj
n1/2'= n, exp =n exp (9)

kT kT

From the principles of statistical mechanics' " it can
be shown that, in equilibrium,

U =E1't'—N1t )

since, regardless of which path in Fig. 1 is followed, the
transition 1' —+ 1 must occur in order to bring about
recombination. It is convenient to divide U into two
components,

U= U1/. +U3/2,

where U1/2 is the net rate of 0~ 1' transitions and U3/2
represents the 2 ~ 1' transitions. From Eqs. (5) and (6)
and the fact that the transition rate into a state is equal
to the transition rate out of it, we can write six inde-

Hence, from Eqs. (2), (9), and (10), it follows
=s1/2 C p. Expressions for the other three emission

probabilities are obtained in the same manner. The
four expressions are

/m
1 n'1/2 C p e 2 n3/2C

0 pl/2C 1 & 1 =p3/2C 2 ~

From Eqs. (3), (4), (7), and (11),the following expres-
sion is obtained for the steady-state recombination rate

U=(ll/(Sp —Sp)t'[(Scn0+pl/2Cyl)cnlcp 2+(pcp2+S'3/2cnl)cn0cpl7)
—: ( (pcp2+ S3/2cn1) E&p+S3/2 P»2) Cn0C»+t'pcpl+S 1/2'Cno(t+ pc») 7
+ (SCn0+p»2C»)E(SP+S3/2P3/2 )CalCpl+t SC 1+p3/2 Cp2(t+SCnl)7
+ (t+t')(SCn0+ pl/2Cyl)(pCy2+S3/2Cnl)+SS1/2'(pCp2+ pl/2Cyl)CnoCnl+pP3/2'(SCn0+S3/2Cnl)CylCy2) ~ (12)

Although Eq. (12) is cumbersome, the symmetry be-
tween analogous s and p quantities is obvious. Analo-

"See, for example, C. Kittel, Elementary Statistka/ Mechanics
(John Wiley 8z Sons, Inc. , New York, 1958}.

gous quantities are given in Table I. If a transformation
is performed by replacing each term by its analogous
term, Eq. (12) remains unchanged. For example, if
Eq. (12) were simplified for P-type material by neglect-
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ing certain unimportant terms, then the corresponding
expression for n-type material cauld be obtained by
performing this transformation.

III. SPECIAL CASES

We will first consider the relative magnitude of t' and

t Fro.m Eqs. (3), (4), and (11),
/ /

/ pl/2"»1/o po/2/1o, 2

(13)
n,.2

whence, from Eq. (9) and similar relations,

—= exp — = exp

where E is the energy associated with the (1',1) transi-
tion. Thus, for fairly large energy gaps and shallow

donors and acceptors, t' is much greater than t and we

can neglect the terms multiplied by t in the denominator
of Eq. (12).

A. Extrinsic Case

For the extrinsic p-type case, the equilibrium hole
concentration, po, is much greater than the equilibrium
electron concentration, no, i.e., pQ&»o. For moderately
to strongly p-type material such that

p»px/o,
and

C„y
p&)zz3;~

C„2

while C„y(C p ol C» and for moderate injection levels

such that

where E, is the effective density of states in the con-
duction band and E, is the bottom of the conduction
band. Thus, U is essentially constant at sufficiently low
temperatures, but at higher temperatures n]» C p

eventually overtakes the other terms and U decreases
with increasing temperature with an activation energy
of E~ or E~ according to whether the material is p
or n type.

t '+ n l/2'C„~+P3»'C„q —'
Z =Et' 1+

»C„i+pc„g
(19)

This leads to the saturation value of .Vt' at sufFicieatly
high injection levels.

C. Carrier Lifetime for Small Injection

The small injection lifetime v is by definition

r=8»/U, (20)

where bn is the excess hole and electron concentration.
Because of charge neutrality

n=np+5„, P=Pp+8„. (21)

For the extrinsic p-type case (po»»o), Eq. (12) then
gives

p, c„,r+p, (XF+»„,'p„,c„,c„,)+»„,'p„,zc„,
TA

B. Very Large Injection Levels

For very large injection levels the donors and ac-
ceptors become essentially nonionized (state 1') and the
recombination rate is determined solely by the transi-
tion probability l' The .asymptotic solution of Eq. (12)
for large n and p is

C„g
8;&&n(& n3/g

C p where

X/'Po(Poc„oc o+C iZ)
(22)

Eq. (12) reduces to
nXC pt'

(/s+»g, 'o')C o+/'

Cnp
»«(»i/o pi/o+»p)

X t+ny/2 C„p)
pl/2cy2+»3/2cnl)

p&/octo+»o/oC+o ~

Equation (22) is quite accurate as long as, in addition
(17) to the extrinsic condition, the following conditions are

satlsfied:

If, furthermore, ~'»(n+»'/o')Coo, Eq. (17) becomes

U= nEC„p. (»)
Expressions analogous to Eqs. (17) and (18) can be
obtained for n-type material by substituting as shown
in Table I. Note that Eq. (18) is the same expression
as that obtained for Shockley-Read centers in strongly
p-type material. The condition that C„~ or C„~&C p or
C» is highly favored because of Coulomb attraction.

The temperature dependence of Eq. (17) implies a
thermal quenching effect. The only strongly tempera-
ture-dependent term is

nr/o' X, expL ———(F, E,/, ')/kT], —

»«r'/C„„
pig»»( C. o/Cx),

»o/o»», (c.o/C„g).

The latter two conditions will nearly always be fulfilled
if the donor and acceptor levels are not toa close to the
center of the gap. The analogous equation for extrinsic
n-type material is obtained through a transformation
based on Table I.

To illustrate the variation of r„as a function of
majority carrier density, Eq. (22) is plotted in Fig. 2 for
a hypothetical semiconductor in which E~——ED ——O. i
eV. The electron and hole effective masses are 0.078 mp
and 0.4 mp, respectively, t'=3X&0 sec ' n=&0'Scm ',
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r=44A, K=10, C p=C„2=10 ' cm'/sec, and C„l=C„l
=10 ' cm'/sec. As in the case of the Shockley-Read
statistics, the extrinsic lifetime is a monotonically de-

creasing function of the majority carrier density. I This
can be verified generally by differentiating Eq. (22).)
For Shockley-Read statistics, the extrinsic lifetime
reduces to

r = r„p(1+Pl/Po),

where r p is the lifetime for strongly p-type material
and Pl is the hole density when the Fermi level is at the
recombination level. For purposes of comparison, we let
r„p 1/X——Cnp and pl= p3~2' and obtain the two curves
labeled SR-78'K and SR-300'K. The main differences,
qualitatively, seem to be a "bump" for intermediate
carrier densities and the much greater temperature
dependence for pair recombination.

D. Application to Diodes

If recombination through pairs is the major process
in a diode, then its efI'ect on the voltage current curves
should be pronounced. Since the region near the junction
in disused diodes is heavily compensated, it is con-
ceivable that recombination via pairs is an important
conduction mechanism in some cases. Even if pair re-
combination is not the major process for current Qow, it
may be the major process giving rise to injection lumi-

nescence in some cases.

1. Reverse Bias

fn the case of reverse bias, n and p are negligible in
the space charge region where the electric field quickly
removes them. The reverse current is proportional to
the generation rate which, from Eq. (12), is

(»)
1+~ /( in/2 Cnp+p3/2 C02)

where it has been assumed that t is very much smaller
than t', n3~2Cnl, and pl~2C„i. Equation (23) indicates
that the form of the reverse current-voltage character-
istics is the same as for Shockley-Read traps. "However,
if the reverse current is measured as a function of tem-

IO'
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C2:
33

CJ
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3-
C3
CS
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loI

I t I I I I I t I

IO' IO" IO" IO" IO"

CARRIER DENSITY, P0(gm )

I'IG. 2. Low-level minority-carrier lifetime for a hypothetical
semiconductor, the characteristics of which are described in the
text. The curves labeled P-78'K and P-300'K are for pair recom-
bination at 78 and 300'K, respectively; SR-78 K and SR-300'K
are for Shockley-Read statistics at these temperatures.

2. Forward Bias

fn the space charge region, np=n, 'exp(qV/kT),
where V is the applied bias minus the IE. drop. For a
moderate or large bias such that qV/kT))1 and both
carrier densities in the space charge region are much
greater than any of the quantities pi~2, nl~2', p„,', or
n3~2, we obtain from Eq. (12)

I't'n, exp(q V/2ICT)

n; exp(qV!2k T)+Q
(24)

where

perature, Eq. (23) implies an activation energy of E, if
t'((nl~2'C„p+p3/2 C~2 &ut, . at sufliciently low tempera-
tures, this inequality is reversed and the activation
energy lies in the range of (E+Er2) to (E+E~). This
result is somewhat similar to that obtained for a
Shockley-Read trap, "in which case the generation rate
has an activation energy equal to the energy difference
between the trap and the farther band edge.

If the pair separations are treated as statistical vari-
ables, it can be shown that a plot of ln( —U) versus 1/T
shows a similar behavior, except that the slopes obtained
correspond approximately to infinite separation.

r(Cpl/Cnp)(~ +Cnpnlj2 )+(1/'7)(Cnl/C02)(~ + Cnpp/ p)2+3 +Cninl~p +Cplpp n

~1/2C +~—1/2C

and y= p/n.
Equation (24) must be integrated over the space

charge region to obtain an expression for the recombina-
tion-generation current. However, since U peaks sharply
near the center of the junction, the current is propor-
tional to the value of U at its maximum. It is easy to
show graphically that if C„~&&C„D and C„~&&C„2 there
are two maxima in Eq. (24) corresponding approxi-

mately to

and

C.i(~'+C,ppp(2')
7=

C 2(~'+C.ini 2'+C, ipp, .')

Cnp(~ +Cnlnl f2 +Cplpp[2 )

C„,(t'+ C.pnl)2')
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i v = 4.2 x IO
can be written in the form (for A"g(XD)

4.2x IO

f„cc
"P(r)iV t'n, exp(q V/2k T)dr

n; exp(qV/2kT)+Q'
(26)

'Iz

Ct
Ch
Cl

-4—

-9—

.2 x IO
6 where P(r)dr is the probability that the distance be-

tween the acceptor and its closest donor is between r and
r+dr. This probability can easily be shown to be

P(r) =42rr'XD exp( '22'—'D-r'). (27)

Since t' is expected to be proportional to the square of
the overlap of the hole and electron wave functions,
we write

-IO—
t'= W e~[—(r/R)], (28)

-II
-28 -24 -20 -!6 -l2 -8 -4 0

22-22
~

~C»/2, 2,
~

x* W In

I

4 8

I'zG. 3. Plots of the quantity J„/5'Ep, which is proportional
to the recombination-generation current in the depletion region
of a diode in which pair recombination predominates. Each curve
is labeled with the parameter e, which is proportional to the
majority defect concentration, donors in this case. The solid curves
are for the low-temperature regime, the dashed curves for the
high-temperature regime.

Therefore, the recombination-generation current J„is
approximately

Q'=—t /(C). (29)

where (C) is the larger of (C»C 2)'/'/2 and (C„,C„,)u2/2

By substituting Eq. (29) into Eq. (26) s,nd utilizing
Eqs. (27) and (2g), the recombination-generation cur-
rent can be expressed as

where 8' and R are constants, R being of the order of
the radius of the larger state. If t'&&C„mr/2 +C22P3/2'
(high-temperature regime), then Q' is independent of t'

and Eq. (25) has the same form as Eq. (24) with Q'
replacing Q. But if t' is much greater than C„cn~/2' or
C„2P2/2' (low-temperature regime), then

.Vt'n; exp(q V/2k T)
J„cx;

n; exp(qV/2kT)+Q'

where Q' is the smaller of

f (t +C»»lnr/2 +Cr»lp2/2 )(t +Cp2p2/2 )

l C„gC„g

(25)

where

exp( —2)dk

1+exp[x+ (s/2) '/']

x= (q V—E,)/2k T+in[(C)(A/, Q ) '/2/IV]
e=

~ming)R',

s= 2/(r/R) 2.

(3o)

(t +C»»1nr/2 +Cylp2/2 )(t +C»»0nr/2 )
2

Cy~C 0

Thus, the recombination-generation current in the space
charge region varies as e2 /" as long as q V/2kT is not
too large or Q' is not too smalL However, as the bias is
increased, J„should eventually saturate unless other
processes are encountered before saturation (strictly
speaking the current would have a slight voltage de-
pendence resulting from the change in depletion width).
The saturation occurs rather abruptly, over a voltage
range of less than 10 kT/q. Since the diffusion current
has a steeper slope [Jg'f2~ exp(qV/kT)], it may over-
take the space charge current before the saturation
region is observed.

More realistically, the donor-acceptor separation may
be nearly random. In this case, one would expect a more
gradual transition to saturation. Equation (25), then,

The right-hand side of Eq. (30) has been evaluated
by means of a computer. The results are plotted in
Fig. 3 as a function of x for various values of the
parameter s, assuming (C) is independent of the sepa-
ration r. The curves for the high-temperature regime
(t'((C mr/2'+C„2P2/2') are shown as dashed lines (the
quantity (C)Q'/W is taken to be 10). It is seen that
in the low-temperature regime the slope of lnj„can
be less than q/2kT over an extended range if Xn or R
is relatively small. (A reasonable estimate for R might
be about 10A, in which case the value 4.2)&10 ' for
2/ corresponds to A/n ——10'2/cm2. ) Equation (30) also
implies that in the low-temperature regime the quantity
P=2[d(lnJ„)/dxj ' is independent of temperature,
provided the current is kept constant.

For the diBusion current, assuming electron injection
into a heavily doped p-type region, we utilize Eq. (17)
with n=n„exp[(qV/kT) —(x/L)]. The quantity n~ is
the equilibrium minority carrier density on the p side,
and I.is the electron-di8usion length. This gives for the
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diffusion-current density J~

Jg)= q U(x) dx,

P(r)t'(r)NC ohio„exp(q V/ kT) exp( —x/1. )
drdx.

0 0 Caomo exp(qV/kT) exp( x/L—)+ng/o C o+t'(r)
(31)

Integrating first with respect to x yields

~D 00

i' exp( i —of'—o)

q.VJ 3eS' p

exp(y)
Xh 1+ df, (32)

A exp( —f')+1

where

i. = r/R,
y pqV —(E,/, '—ET/) j/k T—+1n(N v/po),

A = W/C. oooo'/o'

From inspection of Kq. (32) it is seen that the diffu-

sion current is proportional to exp(y) at a small bias

and tends to saturate at large bias, although complete
saturation does not occur. At very large bias the current

varies linearly with bias.
The transition voltage region where the current is

proportional to neither exp(y) nor y is centered about
the transition voltage Vt,, obtained by setting exp(y)
= (A+1). This gives

p, W
qV„=Eo+kT ln +/o, /.V,.Vy C p

Thus, if Ej,j2' is very shallow, such that egin' is com-

parable to¹,the transition will not occur until the

applied voltage is approximately equal to E,/q; how-

ever, this range is dificult to explore because of heating

effects and the IR drop. For a deeper level, such that

Nl/o «W/C o, the transition should occur considerably
below E,/q if the reasonable condition W/(N, C„o)«1
obtains.

Equations (26) and (32) show that pair recombination

can result in a forward current composed of a space-

charge component that tends to saturate with voltage
and a di6usion component that becomes linear at high

voltages. These two components vary as exp(qV/PkT)
at low voltages, with P=2 for the space-charge current

and P= 1 for the diffusion current. This result suggests

a possible explanation for those experimental results
that indicate values of P greatly in excess of 2 over

certain voltage ranges. Such effects have been seen,
for example, in GaAs'4 and in GaP." Shockley-Read
recombination" pred. icts Pg 2.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

If it is assumed that the dominant recombination
mechanism is pair recombination, rather than the usual
Shocirley-Read (S-R) mechanism, a number of interest-
ing similarities and differences arise. Thus, for fairly
strongly extrinsic material, pair recombination and S-R
recombination give essentially the same results, pro-
vided the transition probability, t (see Fig. 1), is suK-
ciently large (t'»oo&/o'C o) and the minority carrier
density (injection level) is not too high. But, as the
injection level increases, recombination via pairs tends
to saturate, Eq. (19), whereas recombination via S-R
centers may proceed at a slower rate but never com-
pletely saturates. The low level pair recombination rate
also deviates from S-R recombination as the majority
carrier density decreases (see Fig. 2).

As temperature increases, pair recombination shows a
thermal quenching effect, Kq. (17). Such a thermal
quenching efIfect has been seen in the 1.28 eV electro-
luminescence of Zn-diffused GaAs diodes9 and suggests
that this band is due to pair recombination in which one
of the levels is about 0.06 eV from a band edge.

As suggested above, diodes o6er a possible means of
demonstrating pair recombination. The reverse voltage
current dependence should be about the same for either
pair recombination or S-R recombination, but the re-
verse current as a function of temperature appears to
be more complicated in the case of pair recombination.
The forward current tends to saturate at high voltages
for pair recombination within the depletion region
and becomes linear with large applied bias for diffusion
current. This result might explain voltage-current curves
with slopes less than qV/2kT, ""as well as the satura-
tion of the 1.0 and 1.28 eV electroluminescence of
GaAs diodes. '

1' R. J. Keyes and T. M. Quist, Proc. IRE 50, 1822 (1962).» J.%.Allen, M. E. Moncaster, and J.Starkiewicz, Solid-State
Electron. 6, 95 (1963); M. Gershenzon and R. M. Mikul akJ. Appl. Phys. 32, 1338 (1961).


